Wine Glass Charms:
#A1 – Wine Glass Charms, personalized with photo charm Wine glass charms, with metal charm

$4 each or 6 for $20
$3 each or 6 for $15

Ribbon Bookmarks:
#A2 – 25mm Ribbon Bookmark, personalized with photo charm 25mm Ribbon Bookmark with beads and metal charm (depending on number of charms)
#A3 – 10mm ribbon bookmark, personalized with photo charm 10mm Ribbon Bookmark with beads and metal charm (depending on number of charms)

$6.50 or 10 for $60
$4.50- $5.50
$6 each or 10 for $55
$4 - $5 each

Mobile Charms:
#A4 – Mobile Phone Charm personalized with photo charm #A5 – Mobile Phone Charm with charm and beadwork -

$4 each or 6 for $20
$3 each or 6 for $15

Keychains/keyrings:
#A6 – Keychains personalized with photo charm -

$7 each

#A10 - Bottlecap keyring -

$2 each or 20 for $35

#A11 –Bottlecap keyring with metal charm -

$3 each or 6 for $15

Magnets:
#A12 - Paper fridge magnets (2.5”x1.5”) -

$2 each or 20 for $35

#A13 - Bottlecap magnet

$2 each or 20 for $35

#A14 - Fridge magnets in plastic case (awaiting photo)

$3 each or 6 for $15

Metal Bookmarks:
#A8 - 8mm metal bookmark, personalized photo charm

#A9

$7 each

8mm metal bookmark with beadwork and charms
(Depending on number of charms)

$5 - $6 each

12.5mm metal bookmark, personalized photo charm

$9 each

12.5mm metal bookmark with beadwork and charms
(Depending on number of charms)

$7 - $8 each

# A7 Charm Bracelet
I have a choice of colored ribbons and beads to suit your own covers.

$10 each

The images are for display purposes only. Colors may vary slightly due to screen resolution,
but I have tried to photograph them to display the colors correctly.
I will require a jpeg file of your cover image, if it is pre-release or pre-cover reveal I assure you
full discretion and no images will be displayed in my portfolio until the book is live and on
sale.
I will attempt to match charms to the genre of your book, and certain events. For example if
you have a strong musical theme I have numerous related charms.
The charms are not waterproof and thus must be kept away from water.
Any further questions regarding bulk prices please email me. I am happy to answer all
related questions.
PLEASE NOTE PRICES EXCLUDE P&P! Please contact me for individual postage quote.
Ada x

